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Abstract 1 

Fluorescence In Situ Hybridization (FISH) is a widely used tool for quantifying gene 2 

expression and determining the location of RNA molecules in cells. Here, we 3 

present an improved method for FISH probe production that yields high purity 4 

probes with a wide range of fluorophores using standard laboratory equipment at 5 

low cost. The method modifies an earlier protocol that uses terminal 6 

deoxynucleotidyl transferase to add fluorescently labeled nucleotides to synthetic 7 

deoxyoligonucleotides. In our protocol, Amino-11-ddUTP is joined to an 8 

oligonucleotide pool prior to its conjugation to a fluorescent dye, thereby 9 

generating pools of probes ready for a variety of modifications. This order of  10 

reaction steps allows for high labeling efficiencies regardless of the GC content or 11 

terminal base of the oligonucleotides. The Degree Of Labeling (DOL) for spectrally 12 

distinct fluorophores (Quasar, ATTO and Alexa dyes) was mostly greater than 13 

90%, comparable to commercial probes. The ease and low cost of production 14 

allowed generation of probe-sets targeting a wide variety of RNA molecules. Using 15 

these probes, FISH assays in C2C12 cells showed the expected subcellular 16 

localization of mRNAs and pre-mRNAs for Polr2a (RNA polymerase II subunit 2a) 17 

and Gapdh, and of the long noncoding RNAs Malat1 and Neat1. Developing FISH 18 

probe sets for several transcripts containing retained introns, we found that 19 

retained introns in the Gabbr1 and Noc2l transcripts are present in subnuclear foci 20 

separate from their sites of synthesis and partially coincident with nuclear 21 

speckles. This labeling protocol should have many applications in RNA biology. 22 

 23 

 24 

 25 

 26 

27 
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Introduction 28 

 RNA molecules can be localized and quantified within cells using 29 

fluorescence in situ hybridization with complementary nucleic acid molecules 30 

(Chen et al. 2015; Raj et al. 2008; Femino et al. 1998). To reach single molecule 31 

sensitivity these methods employ strategies that target multiple dye molecules to 32 

the detected RNA molecule. One of the most straightforward methods is to tile 33 

several dozen complementary oligonucleotides along the target RNA, each 34 

carrying the fluorophore. These probes can be purchased from commercial 35 

vendors, but their cost limits the number of probe-sets one can test. The limited 36 

number of available fluorophores also constrains some applications.   37 

A protocol for the enzymatic production of fluorescently-tagged DNA probes 38 

was recently described by Gaspar et al. that is inexpensive and allows efficient 39 

labeling of oligonucleotides with certain fluorophores (Gaspar et al. 2017). Some 40 

positively charged fluorophores, including ATTO488 and ATTO565, did not yield 41 

high degrees of labeling. Another limitation was that oligos with relatively high GC 42 

content yielded low labeling efficiencies presumably due to intra- and inter-43 

molecular base-pairing interactions (Gaspar et al. 2017).  44 

We sought to apply FISH to determine the nuclear location in mammalian 45 

cells of recently characterized classes of retained introns exhibiting different 46 

fractionation behaviors (Yeom et al. 2021). Some unspliced introns are only found 47 

associated with isolated chromatin in lysed nuclei; Other introns are present in 48 

transcripts of the soluble nucleoplasm; Still other retained introns are present in 49 

cytoplasmic mRNAs. To characterize the subcellular and subnuclear localization 50 

of these introns, we applied smFISH using enzymatically labeled oligonucleotide 51 

probe-sets. Here, we present modifications of the original protocol (Gaspar et al. 52 

2017). With these modifications, we routinely generated probes with > 90% dye 53 

labeling. Diverse commonly used fluorophores with distinct spectra including 54 

ATTO488, ATTO565, ATTO647N, Quasar570, Quasar670; and Alexa568 could all 55 
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be efficiently coupled. The coupling was insensitive to the GC content and the 3’ 56 

terminal coupled nucleotide. Using this approach, we generated dozens of probe-57 

sets for roughly the cost of a single commercial probe-set. We then applied these 58 

probes to locate transcripts containing different classes of retained introns relative 59 

to their sites of transcription in nuclei. 60 

 61 

Results 62 

 63 

Oligonucleotides precoupled to amino-11-ddUTP are efficiently labeled with 64 

fluorophore regardless of GC content and terminal base. 65 

To address the variability in TdT labeling efficiency observed with dye-66 

coupled ddUTP nucleotides, we changed the order of labeling steps. It was 67 

previously described that oligos carrying primary amine modifications can be 68 

labeled with succinimide-dye conjugates (Jahn et al. 2011; Winz et al. 2015; Motea 69 

and Berdis 2010), so we first added amino-11-ddUTP to the oligo 3’ ends with TdT 70 

(Fig 1A). An oligo pool targeting the exons of Clcn6 were designed using the 71 

Stellaris probe design tool (see methods). To test the impact of GC content on 72 

ligation and labeling efficiency, we selected individual oligos from this pool ranging 73 

from 40% to 60% GC (the limits of the design tool) (Fig. S1A). We also synthesized 74 

AT and GC repeat oligos (20 mer) that were 100% AT or 100% GC. After amino-75 

11-ddUTP addition by TdT and ethanol precipitation, the oligos were incubated 76 

with NHS-ester-Quasar570 to conjugate the dye to the terminal primary amine. 77 

These labeled oligos were again precipitated and analyzed on polyacrylamide gels 78 

(Fig. 1). As shown in Fig. 1B, the TdT modified oligos shift up in the gel, indicating 79 

the addition of one nucleotide. Across all the oligos, regardless of GC content, we 80 

observed near 100% coupling efficiency of ddUTP to the 3’ termini by the TdT 81 

enzyme (Fig.1B-1C, Fig.S1A-S1C). The conjugated dye quenched staining by 82 

SYBR-Gold causing the dye-labeled band to disappear in the gel when excited at 83 
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496 nm. These species can be observed by the dye fluorescence excited at 565 84 

and 647 nm as a band migrating slightly above the oligo coupled to ddUTP alone. 85 

The dye labeling efficiency in the second step was consistently higher than 98% 86 

(Fig 1C) indicating the labeling is insensitive to GC content.  87 

TdT is known to be relatively insensitive to the 3’ terminal nucleotide it is 88 

modifying (Winz et al. 2015; Motea and Berdis 2010). To assess whether variation 89 

of the last base influenced the dye labeling, we generated the 50% GC content 90 

oligo described above with each of the four nucleotides (A,G,C,T) appended to the 91 

3’ end. We found that the last base had little effect on either the ddUTP addition 92 

by TdT or the dye conjugation, with all four variants yielding a degree of labeling 93 

above 90% (Fig. 1D-1E and Fig. S1D-S1F).  These experiments were repeated 94 

using Quasar670 in place of Quasar570 with equivalent results, showing that two 95 

standard dyes can be used in this procedure (Fig.1, Fig. S1). These results indicate 96 

that by switching the order of addition for the ddUTP and the dye one can obtain a 97 

high degree of probe labeling regardless of GC content and terminal base. 98 

 99 

Pools of oligonucleotides can be labeled with equivalent efficiency to 100 

commercial FISH probe sets 101 

A typical FISH probe set contains several dozen oligonucleotides and it is 102 

impractical to label these individually (Young et al. 2020; Raj et al. 2006). We next 103 

examined the labeling efficiency for oligo pools designed as FISH probe sets to a 104 

variety of targets. These probe sets contained 24 to 48 different oligos mixed in 105 

equimolar concentrations. As mixtures of sequences these probe sets migrate as 106 

more diffuse bands than single oligos (Figure 2). The oligo mixtures were then 107 

modified with Amino-11-ddUTP using TdT and conjugated to NHS-Quasar570 or 108 

NHS-Quasar670 as above. We labeled 14 different oligo sets with Quasar570 109 

(Sets A to N, Fig. 2A, Table S3). We labeled 10 oligo sets with Quasar670 (Sets I 110 

to VI, VI to XI, Fig. 2D-2F, Table S4). For comparison we purchased two Stellaris 111 
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probe sets targetting the exons of Gapdh and the noncoding RNA-Lexis (Fig. 2A, 112 

2D). We used two methods to quantify the Degree of Labeling (DOL). We 113 

measured the absorbance of the dye and oligo by spectrophotometry and 114 

calculated their relative concentrations using the extinction coefficient for dye and 115 

the estimated extinction coefficient for the oligo, as done previously (Gaspar et al. 116 

2017). As an alternative approach, we also quantified the intensities of the bands 117 

on PAGE gels and determined the DOL by comparing the SYBR gold intensity of 118 

remaining unlabeled probes after labeling to the intensity of original oligos before 119 

labeling (Fig. S2). Across the 25 probe sets and for both dyes, these two methods 120 

yielded very similar results, with probe sets exhibiting an average DOL values of 121 

95% and 98% in PAGE and spectrophotometric analysis respectively (Fig. 2A-2B, 122 

2D-2E). By PAGE, we measured DOL values of 88% and 94.5% for the Stellaris 123 

Lexis and Gapdh probes, respectively, indicating that our labeling protocol is at 124 

least comparable (Fig. 2A, 2C, 2D and 2F).  125 

 126 

Labeling is compatible with a range of dyes 127 

Visualization of multiple RNA species within a single cell requires the probe-128 

set for each target to carry a dye with a different emission wavelength (Young et 129 

al. 2020). Ideally one would have a stock of Amino-11-modified oligos that could 130 

be coupled to different dyes as needed. We next tested a variety of spectrally 131 

distinct NHS-modified fluorophores for their efficiency of coupling to the probe-sets 132 

described above for the Quasar dyes. These fluorophores included ATTO-488, 133 

ATTO-565, ATTO647N, Alexa-568 and Alexa-647. The average DOL for all the 134 

ATTO dyes was >95% according to both PAGE and spectrophotometer analysis 135 

(Fig. 3A-3B, Fig. S3A-S3C). Alexa568 had an average DOL >90% similar to the 136 

ATTO dyes (Fig. 3A-3B, S3D).  In contrast, Alexa647 dye performed poorly with 137 

an average DOL of ~20% in these labeling conditions (Fig. 3A, 3B, S3E). Doubling 138 

the concentration of NHS-ester-Alexa647 in the labeling reaction increased the 139 
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DOL to 35%. This NHS-ester-dye conjugate appears to be inherently less reactive 140 

than the others (Fig. 3A-3B, S3E). To test the correlation of the two analytical 141 

methods, we plotted and fitted the spectroscopic and densitometric DOL to a linear 142 

regression model (Fig. S4A-S4F). As seen for the Quasar dyes, quantifying the 143 

DOL of the ATTO and Alexa dyes by either PAGE or spectrophotometry gave 144 

similar results. Thus, the labeling protocol functions well with two Quasar dyes, 145 

three ATTO dyes and one Alexa dye, allowing use in multi-channel FISH assays.  146 

 147 

Performance of the probes in FISH assays 148 

To test our probes in smFISH, we designed probe sets against a variety of 149 

cellular RNAs with previously published patterns of localization, including Polr2a, 150 

Malat1, Neat1, and Gapdh. These were designed using the Stellaris tool, 151 

synthesized and labeled as above. The Polr2a transcript (RNA polymerase II 152 

subunit A) was chosen for its moderate expression and exon length (6.7kb) that 153 

can accommodate a large number of probes (Xie et al. 2018). The 48 154 

oligonucleotides of the Polr2a exon probe-set were split into odd and even subsets 155 

(24 oligos each) that were coupled to different Quasar dyes (Quasar570 and 156 

Quasar670 respectively; Fig. 4A). The odd and even probes with different 157 

fluorophores were combined prior to FISH hybridization. FISH images acquired by 158 

confocal microscopy showed odd and even spots predominantly dispersed in the 159 

cytoplasm of the C2C12 cells (Fig. 4A). Combining the odd and even channels 160 

showed visually that these spots almost entirely colocalized (Fig. 4A). Quantifying 161 

the intensities for each pixel in ImageJ and comparing them using the JACoP 162 

plugin generated a Pearson Correlation coefficient of 0.774 (Fig. S5). The numbers 163 

of foci observed with the odd and even probes were also quantified using the 164 

program FISH-quant (Mueller et al. 2013). The per cell spot numbers for the odd 165 

and even probes of Polr2a were very similar (odd: Mean=103 and even: Mean=97) 166 

(Fig. 4B), and highly correlated across many cells (R2= 0.955; Fig. 4C). This 167 
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pattern of FISH staining is nearly identical to that published previously and 168 

indicates that the probes function well to quantify mRNA within cells (Xie et al. 169 

2018).  170 

The Quasar dyes also performed well for localizing the long noncoding RNA 171 

Malat1. We created Malat1 odd (Quasar570) and even (Quasar670) probes (Fig. 172 

4D). Malat1 is abundantly expressed and too concentrated in nuclear speckles 173 

discern single molecule spots for counting in FISH-quant (Fig. 4D)(Fei et al. 2017; 174 

Wang et al. 2021).  We measured fluorescence intensities for the odd and even 175 

channels for each pixel across the area of the nucleus in ImageJ. These per pixel 176 

intensities for the odd and even probes were highly correlated, with an average 177 

Pearson’s Coefficient of 89.4%. As expected, the Malat1 probe signals in speckles 178 

were less correlated with DAPI, with the Odd vs DAPI comparison yielding a 179 

Pearson’s Coefficient of 63%, and the Even vs DAPI yielding 56.6% (Fig. 4E).  180 

We next tested the use of dual probes to different portions of the same 181 

transcript. Gapdh RNA has been shown in previous studies to exhibit abundant 182 

mRNA in the cytoplasm (Rowland et al. 2019). In contrast, Gapdh introns are 183 

excised rapidly at the site of transcription in the nucleus (Rowland et al. 2019; 184 

Femino et al. 1998). Using ATTO565 labeled probes to target the exons and 185 

ATTO647N probes to label a long Gapdh intron, we confirmed this pattern (Fig. 186 

4F). The intron probes produce two small foci per nucleus corresponding to the 187 

transcribed genes. The exon probes label these nuclear spots as well as abundant 188 

cytoplasmic mRNA (Fig. 4F). To test the Alexa568 dye, we generated two sets of 189 

probes to the lncRNA Neat1. Neat1 is a component of nuclear paraspeckles and 190 

exhibits a distinctive staining pattern with several prominent nuclear foci (Ahmed 191 

et al. 2018). Probing with Neat1 oligos labeled with both ATTO488 and Alexa568 192 

produced the expected 2 to 4 foci per nucleus (Fig. 4G). The signals for ATTO488 193 
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and Alexa568 almost entirely overlapped, with the two dyes performing 194 

equivalently (Fig. 4H). 195 

These experiments indicate that probes generated by this method perform 196 

well in FISH experiments using tissue culture cells.  197 

 198 

Transcripts containing retained introns form nuclear foci distant from the 199 

site of transcription 200 

Our goal in optimizing the FISH method was to determine the nuclear 201 

location of transcripts containing retained introns. In earlier studies, we defined 202 

different classes of retained introns based on their fractionation behavior from 203 

lysates of mouse embryonic stem cells (ESC), neuronal progenitor cells, and 204 

cortical neurons. Several classes of introns found in nuclear polyadenylated RNA 205 

of ESC were distinguished from classical retained introns found in cytoplasmic 206 

mRNAs (Yeom et al. 2021). Some transcripts, such as Noc2l pre-mRNA, contain 207 

unspliced introns in the chromatin fraction and/or the soluble nucleoplasm but are 208 

expressed as fully spliced mRNAs in the cytoplasm (Fig. 5A). These can be 209 

classified as “detained” introns in that they are abundant in the nucleus, but are 210 

ultimately excised and the RNAs in the cytoplasm are fully spliced (Shah et al. 211 

2018a; Yeom et al. 2021; Boutz et al. 2015; Braun et al. 2017; Pandya-Jones et 212 

al. 2013; Mauger et al. 2016). In contrast, other polyadenylated pre-mRNAs in 213 

ESC, such as Gabbr1, exhibit different fractionation behavior that is similar to 214 

unpolyadenylated nascent transcripts and certain long noncoding RNAs. These 215 

tanscripts are tightly associated with the pelleted chromatin, but found only in 216 

limited amounts in the soluble nucleoplasm and cytoplasm (Fig. 5E)(Yeom et al. 217 

2021). Introns in these RNAs remain unexcised and the transcripts do not produce 218 

mature mRNA. Speculating that these RNAs might be anchored at their sites of 219 
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transcription, we applied FISH to examine to the location of nuclear polyadenylated 220 

RNAs containing highly retained introns.  221 

To examine spliced and unspliced Noc2l transcripts in ESC, we generated 222 

separate FISH probe-sets for the Noc2l exons, and for introns 4 and 12 (Fig. 5A, 223 

5B). Intron 4 is highly spliced in all compartments, whereas intron 12 is largely 224 

unspliced in the chromatin fraction, present at lower levels in the soluble 225 

nucleoplasm, and fully excised in the cytoplasm. Mouse ES cells probed for the 226 

Noc2l exons showed abundant spots in the cytoplasm as expected, as well as 227 

multiple foci in the nucleus. Cells probed for the rapidly spliced intron 4 showed 228 

only 0, 1 or 2 nuclear foci that also stained with exon probes, and are presumably 229 

the sites of transcription (Fig. 5A-5B, Fig. S6B). Intron 4 staining was not observed 230 

in the cytoplasm in agreement with the sequencing data (Fig.5A, Fig.S6B). In 231 

contrast to intron 4, the probes for the highly retained intron 12 colocalized with 232 

nearly all the nuclear exon foci whether they were at the sites of transcription or 233 

not. These intron 12 foci were absent from the cytoplasm (Fig. 5C, 5D, Fig. S6A). 234 

Thus, transcripts containing this retained intron do not remain at the site of 235 

transcription but instead are spliced after release from the gene locus but before 236 

export to the cytoplasm. This is in agreement with prior studies of introns that are 237 

spliced post-transcriptionally (18–21). 238 

We next examined the localization of the Gabbr1 transcripts that exhibit a 239 

different pattern of splicing and fractionation. In mouse ESC, Gabbr1 transcripts 240 

are almost entirely unspliced in a region of complex processing encompassing 241 

intron 5 (Fig. 5E). Other Gabbr1 introns including intron 11 appear spliced even in 242 

the chromatin fraction. We generated Gabbr1 probes for the exons, for intron 11, 243 

and for the region of intron 5 present in the major isoform expressed in mESC (Fig. 244 

5E). All three probe sets yielded very little staining in the cytoplasm in agreement 245 

with the fractionated RNAseq data indicating that these RNAs remain in the 246 

nucleus. The limited spots observed in the cytoplasm usually stained for both the 247 
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exons and intron 5. Exon foci for Gabbr1 were more abundant in the nucleus, with 248 

most cells exhibiting one large spot per nucleus and 5-15 smaller spots. Nearly all 249 

these exon foci costained for intron 5 (Fig. 5F, Fig. S6C). In contrast, the probes 250 

for the rapidly excised intron 11 yielded only one spot per nucleus, which is 251 

presumably the site of transcription (Fig. 5F, Fig. S6D). This was often the largest 252 

exon spot in the nucleus and costained with the exon and intron 5 probes. The 253 

spot numbers for introns 5 and 11 of Gabbr1 and for introns 4 and 12 of Noc2l in 254 

nucleus were quantified (Fig. 5C, 5G). The rapidly excised introns 12 and 4 255 

averaged less than 2 foci per nucleus, consistent with them marking the gene loci. 256 

In contrast, Noc2l intron 11 and Gabbr1 intron 5, which exhibit much lower levels 257 

of excision, generated many more nuclear foci, whose numbers approached the 258 

numbers of exon foci. Computing the Percent Intron Retention (PIR) from the ratio 259 

of intron to exon foci yielded values in agreement with those calculated from 260 

sequencing data (Fig. 5D, 5H, Fig. S6E). Although the foci at the transcriptional 261 

loci were larger, Gabbr1 RNA localization was similar to Noc2l, with multiple foci 262 

scattered through the nucleus away from the site of transcription (Fig. 5G-5H). 263 

These data indicate that despite differences in their fractionation behavior and 264 

eventual splicing, RNAs containing retained introns are being released from both 265 

of these gene loci. In the case of Noc2l, these RNAs are eventually spliced and 266 

exported to the cytoplasm, whereas for Gabbr1 the RNAs remain unspliced and 267 

unexported. The Gabbr1 RNAs are also more strongly associated with the 268 

chromatin pellet fraction after solubilization in stringent buffers (Yeom et al. 2021). 269 

 270 

Highly retained introns partially coincident with nuclear speckles 271 

Nuclear speckles are regions within the nucleoplasm enriched for splicing 272 

factors and for the long noncoding RNA Malat1. Active gene loci are often 273 

observed at the periphery of speckles and posttranscriptional splicing is observed 274 

within them (Girard et al. 2012; Dias et al. 2010; Galganski et al. 2017). Using 275 
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Malat1 as a speckle marker, we examined whether the retained intron transcripts 276 

are within speckles. For Noc2l and Gabbr1, we used separate labels for the 277 

retained intron and exon probes with a third fluorophore on the Malat1 probes in 278 

multiplexed FISH assays. Identifying foci of unspliced introns defined by 279 

colocalized exon and intron sequences, observing ~5 colocalized exon-intron 280 

spots for Noc2l per nucleus and ~10 such spots for Gabbr1 (Fig. 6A-6B, 6D-6E). 281 

We then measured the overlap of these retained intron foci with Malat1 staining in 282 

speckles. We found that the majority of these retained intron transcripts colocalized 283 

with Malat1 (Fig. 6A-6B, 6D-6E). On average, 70% of the Noc2l-intron 12 spots 284 

and 76% of the Gabbr1-intron 5 overlapped with Malat1 staining (Fig. 6C and 6F). 285 

However, for both introns there were a subset of transcripts that did not appear to 286 

be in speckles. Simultaneous probing for Noc2l-intron12 and Gabbr1-intron5 did 287 

not show overlap (Fig. 6G), indicating that speckles are not homogeneous but 288 

instead contain different RNAs in different regions.  289 

 290 

Discussion  291 

Labeling oligonucleotide probe sets 292 

We present an improved method for the rapid, efficient and inexpensive 293 

production of fluorescent oligonucleotides. This protocol is derived from an earlier 294 

one using terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase to add functional moieties to the 295 

3’ end of a standard DNA oligo (Gaspar et al. 2017). We found that switching the 296 

order of addition and making several smaller adjustments, significantly improved 297 

the labeling efficiency and allows the use of a broader range of fluorophores and 298 

oligonucleotide sequences.  299 

In the new procedure Amino-11-ddUTP is first coupled to an oligonucleotide 300 

pool using TdT. This step is very efficient and allows the creation of a stock probe-301 

set that can be subsequently labeled with the fluorophore of choice. The oligo 302 

pools are then treated with a succinimide-dye conjugate to add the fluorophore. 303 
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For nearly all dyes tested, this labeling is also very efficient, and not affected by 304 

either the GC content or 3’ terminal nucleotide of the probe. Comparing Quasar 305 

dye-coupled lab-made probes with commercial Quasar probes, we found that they 306 

had comparable labeling efficiencies and performed equivalently. Besides the 307 

Quasar dyes, we successfully labeled probes with commonly used ATTO dyes 308 

(ATTO488, ATTO565 and ATTO647N) and an Alexa dye (Alexa568) enabling 309 

many combinations for multiplexed imaging (Fig. S3-S4, Table S5-S9). One dye, 310 

Alexa647, did not efficiently couple with the amino group and was not usable. It 311 

will be interesting to test additional dyes and other modifications such as biotin for 312 

coupling to our oligonucleotide probe sets.   313 

In the course of these experiments, we generated more than 100 probe sets 314 

containing 24 to 48 oligos each and labeled with six different dyes. With these 315 

materials the labeling of one probe-set costs about 15 dollars, and can be used in 316 

approximately 1000 FISH assays (Table S1). This is compared to the approximate 317 

$800 cost of a single commercial probe set of 48 oligonucleotides labeled with a 318 

Quasar dye. 319 

The use of tiled oligonucleotides to target multiple fluorophores to an RNA 320 

molecule by in situ hybridization has been a standard strategy for in vivo imaging 321 

experiments. Several other cost-effective FISH probe protocols have been 322 

developed. The single molecule inexpensive FISH (smiFISH) uses unlabeled 323 

primary probes against the RNA target along with dual fluorescent probes binding 324 

to the primary probe for signal detection (Tsanov et al. 2016; Calvo et al. 2021). 325 

Another FISH method, termed single molecule hybridization chain reaction 326 

(smHCR), employs unlabeled primary probes to the target RNA and then chain 327 

reaction probes that can be labeled and amplified (Shah et al. 2016). Another 328 

enzyme-based FISH method employs phagemid to produce ssDNA probes. The 329 

purified and DNase I digested ssDNAs (normally 20-60 nt) are then used for 330 

enzyme-based probe synthesis (Lanctôt 2018). These methods each have their 331 
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own potential advantages. It will be useful to compare them to standard 332 

oligonucleotide FISH now that their costs are more equivalent.   333 

Localizing retained introns 334 

Most introns are excised during transcription of the nascent RNA and 335 

localize to the gene locus in FISH analyses (Shah et al. 2018b). Other introns are 336 

excised after transcription is complete. Some of these unspliced transcripts are 337 

released from the DNA template and can be observed in the nucleoplasm at a 338 

distance from the gene and sometimes in the cytoplasm (Coté et al. 2020; Girard 339 

et al. 2012; Vargas et al. 2011; Coulon et al. 2014). In earlier studies, we and 340 

others have characterized retained introns and their regulation (Monteuuis et al. 341 

2019). Classical retained introns are found in transcripts that have been exported 342 

to the cytoplasm as mature mRNAs. Other introns exhibit delayed splicing and are 343 

abundant in nuclear RNA but are excised prior to export of the fully processed 344 

RNA. These “detained” introns have been observed in inflammatory response 345 

transcripts of mouse macrophages, in transcripts affecting cell cycle regulation and 346 

growth control in human cell lines, in cultured postmitotic neurons and in mouse 347 

brain (Bhatt et al. 2012; Boutz et al. 2015; Mauger et al. 2016; Pandya-Jones et 348 

al. 2013; Frankiw et al. 2019; Wong et al. 2013). These introns are thought to act 349 

as brakes that slow the expression of the transcripts where they are found, and in 350 

some cases to create a pool of RNAs that can be rapidly matured into mRNA in 351 

response to a signal. In different systems, reduced excision rates have been 352 

ascribed to reduced activity of the Arginine Methyltransferase PRMT5, and to the 353 

presence or absence of particular RNA binding proteins (Braun et al. 2017; 354 

Hayashi et al. 2014; Frankiw et al. 2019). Other studies found that one class of 355 

retained introns was derived from genes associated with the nuclear periphery and 356 

lamina, whereas another class including most detained introns was expressed 357 

from more centrally located genes whose transcripts colocalized to nuclear 358 

speckles (Barutcu et al. 2022; Tammer et al. 2022).  359 
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We recently characterized retained introns based their fractionation into 360 

cytoplasmic and two subnuclear compartments (Yeom et al. 2021). Within the 361 

nuclei, we identified both nascent and polyadenylated RNAs that were tightly 362 

associated with the high molecular weight pellet fraction containing chromatin and 363 

some of the nuclear speckle material. This fraction was distinguished from a 364 

soluble nuclear fraction that contains mature mRNAs in transit to the cytoplasm, 365 

as well as some polyadenylated but incompletely spliced RNAs. Nuclear introns 366 

included the described detained introns that were found both in the chromatin 367 

pellet and the soluble nucleoplasm, but were absent from mature RNA in the 368 

cytoplasm. 369 

 We also identified an unusual class of nuclear polyadenylated transcripts 370 

that contain introns but are absent from the cytoplasm as either spliced or 371 

unspliced RNA. These transcripts were tightly associated with the chromatin pellet, 372 

showing fractionation behavior similar to Xist and other chromatin bound lncRNAs 373 

(McHugh et al. 2015; Pandya-Jones et al. 2020; Mishra and Kanduri 2019; Yeom 374 

et al. 2021). For these RNAs, the failure to splice and possibly their tight 375 

association with chromatin prevents expression of the encoded protein. The most 376 

notable example is Gabbr1, which is transcribed in ESC but fails to splice intron 5; 377 

Gabbr1 transcripts also remain tightly associated with the chromatin pellet and, 378 

despite substantial transcription, fail to produce Gabbr1 protein. As cells 379 

differentiate into neurons, these Gabbr1 gene RNAs become fully processed to 380 

produce  cytoplasmic mRNA and Gabbr1 protein. The unusual fractionation 381 

behavior of the Gabbr1 transcripts in ESC and its similarly to Xist, led to the 382 

hypothesis that these transcripts might condense at their site of transcription rather 383 

than being released into the nuclear speckle as seen with RNAs destined to be 384 

fully spliced, such as detained intron transcripts.  385 

To examine the location of Gabbr1 transcripts we developed FISH probe 386 

sets for the retained Gabbr1 intron 5, for the Gabbr1 exons, and for Gabbr1 intron 387 
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11. Intron 11 is excised cotranscriptionally and unlike intron 5 is only seen in the 388 

nascent unpolyadenylated Gabbr1 RNA. The localization patterns of the Gabbr1 389 

RNAs were compared to those of Noc2l. Noc2l intron 12 is also highly retained in 390 

the nuclear RNA but is eventually excised and, unlike Gabbr1, the mature Noc2l 391 

mRNA is exported and translated. The localization of Noc2l intron 12 was 392 

compared to the Noc2l exons and Noc2l intron 4, which is cotranscriptionally 393 

excised. Probing for the cotranscriptionally excised introns identified the sites of 394 

the active gene loci, which also labeled with exon and retained intron probes for 395 

both genes. In contrast to the cotranscriptional introns, the retained introns for both 396 

the Gabbr1 and Noc2l genes, were also seen in foci distant from the sites of 397 

transcription that co-labeled with the exon probes. Thus, both of these retained 398 

intron transcripts are being released from the DNA template. The Noc2l transcripts 399 

will eventually be spliced but the Gabbr1 transcripts are presumably destined for 400 

degradation. The signal for these transcripts partially colocalizes with the speckle 401 

marker Malat1, consistent with previous results showing retained introns in 402 

speckles. Interestingly, the foci at the transcription site for Gabbr1 are noticeably 403 

larger than seen for Noc2l or other transcripts, possibly an indication that it forms 404 

a different molecular condensate.  405 

 406 

Materials and Methods 407 

 408 

FISH probe production and purification 409 

1. Oligo design and purchase. Arrays of 20-mer DNA oligos complementary to 410 

RNA targets were designed using the Stellaris Probe Designer version 4.2 411 

(https://www.biosearchtech.com/stellaris-designer). Selection criteria included 412 

40%-60% GC content and similar melting temperatures. The spacing length was 413 

at least 2 nucleotides between oligos. Oligos were purchased from IDT as desalted 414 
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oligos in 96 well plates at 200 μM concentration in nuclease-free water. Oligos 415 

were thawed and spun to remove debris before labeling.  416 

2. Labeling oligo pools with Amino-11-ddUTP 417 

Probe set pools were assembled by mixing 10 μL from each oligo well. Enzymatic 418 

labeling was performed in a 40 μL mixture containing: 28 μL of the oligo pool (200 419 

μM in H2O), 1 μL Amino-11-ddUTP (10 mM in H2O, Lumiprobe), 8 μL of 5x TdT 420 

buffer (Thermo scientific), 3 μL TdT enzyme (20 U/μL, Thermo scientific). Labeling 421 

reactions were incubated at 37C overnight in a PCR thermocycler with a hot lid. 422 

Reactions were stopped by incubation at 70c for 10 min. The oligos were then 423 

ethanol precipitated by addition of 4 μL sodium acetate (3M, pH5.2, AMRESCO, 424 

Cat.E521-100 ml) and 110 μL 100% ethanol and cooled to -80c for at least 1 h. 425 

The samples were then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 15 min to pellet the oligos. 426 

The oligo pellets were washed 2 times with cold 75% ethanol, airdried and 427 

dissolved in 15 μL NaHCO3 (0.1M in H2O, pH8.3). 428 

3. Coupling NHS-ester dyes to the oligos. The dye labeling reactions included 429 

15 μL Amino-modified oligos in NaHCO3 from above and 0.75 μL of succinimide-430 

dye conjugate (20 mM, dissolved in DMSO). The mixture was incubated at room 431 

temperature for 2 h in the dark. Oligos were ethanol precipitated by adding to each 432 

15.75 μL reaction mixture: 34.25 μL nuclease free water, 5 μL sodium acetate (3M) 433 

and 137.5 μL 100% ethanol; cooling to -80c for 1 h; and centrifuging at 14,000 rpm 434 

for 15 min. The now colored pellets were washed 3 times with prechilled 75% 435 

ethanol, airdried, and dissolved in 50 μL nuclease free water or Tris-EDTA buffer 436 

(10 mM Tris-HCl, 1mM EDTA).  437 

4. Column Purification. To eliminate free fluorescent dyes, the labeled oligos 438 

went through column purification. We added 5 μL sodium acetate (3M, pH5.2) and 439 

137.5 μL 100% ethanol to 50 μL dissolved dye-labeled oligos and cooled the 440 

mixture at -80C for at least 1 h.  The cold mixture was quickly transferred to a PCR-441 

clean up column (Promega, A9282) and centrifuged for 30 s at 14,000g. This step 442 
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should be done very quickly, as warming of the tube may enhance the solubility of 443 

the oligos and reduce their binding to column membrane. Columns carrying the 444 

membrane retained probes were washed 2 times with prechilled 80% ethanol and 445 

then spun once to remove extra ethanol. 50 μL Nuclease free water or Tris-HCl 446 

buffer was added to elute the labeled probes. The probe concentrations were 447 

measured by Nanodrop, and used for FISH experiments. 448 

Quantification of Degree of Labeling. 449 

Degree of Labeling (DOL) of the labeled oligonucleotides was analyzed by UV-Vis 450 

spectroscopy using a Nanodrop spectrophotometer and by PAGE.  451 

The DOL of labeled oligos by spectroscopy was estimated using the following 452 

formula: 453 

 454 

Absorbance at 260 nm (ODoligo) and at the dye maximal absorbance (ODdye) were 455 

measured by Nanodrop and the above formula was used to estimate the properties 456 

of the labeled oligonucleotides. εdye is the extinction coefficient of dye and the cf260 457 

represents the relative absorbance of dye at 260 nm. A εoligo is calculated by taking 458 

average of the extinction coefficients of the oligos in the mixture and adding 9000 459 

mol/cm corresponding to the incorporated ddUTP. The DOL of labeled oligos by 460 

PAGE was determined using the following formula: 461 

 462 

U stands for the band intensity by SYBR staining of the remaining unlabeled oligos 463 

after dye labeling, SO stands for the band intensity by SYBR staining of the starting 464 

oligos before labeling.  465 

 466 
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Experimental protocol for FISH. C2C12 cells or mouse ES cells were cultured 467 

on gelatin coated coverslips. The cells were washed once with ice-cold PBSM 468 

(1xPBS, 5mM MgCl2), followed by fixation with 4% paraformaldehyde in PBSM for 469 

10 min at room temperature (RT). After a 5-minute wash with ice-cold PBSM, the 470 

cells were immersed in 70% ethanol for permeabilization overnight. The ethanol 471 

was then removed and 10% formamide in 2 x SSC buffer (300 mM sodium 472 

chloride, 30 mM sodium citrate) was added for 2 hours to rehydrate and pre-473 

denature the RNAs. The probes were suspended in hybridization buffer 474 

(Biosearch: SMF-HB1-10, 10% formamide added freshly) to a final concentration 475 

of 0.5 ng/μL. The coverslips were removed from the dish, dipped on a Kim wipe to 476 

remove extra buffer, and then flipped onto droplets of hybridization buffer on 477 

parafilm. Hybridization was carried out in humidified chambers at 37C for at least 478 

16 hours. The samples were then washed twice with wash buffer A (Biosearch: 479 

SMF-WA1-60) for 30 min at 37C. DAPI (Invitrogen: D1306) was added in the 480 

second wash to a final concentration of 0.5 ug/ml. The cells were then washed 481 

once with wash buffer B (Biosearch: SMF-WB1-20) for 5 min.  The coverslips were 482 

mounted in ProLong Gold antifade media (Invitrogen: P36930) overnight before 483 

microscopy. 484 

 485 
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Table S1 646 

  
Reagents and materials required for FISH probe labeling with approximate cost. See 647 

detailed information in methods section. 648 
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Table S2 667 

 668 
Chemical structures, catolog numbers and vendors of dyes used in this study. 669 

 670 

 671 

 672 
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Figure legends 674 

Figure 1. Efficient oligo coupling of amino-11-ddUTP and post-labeling with 675 

NHS-ester dyes. 676 

(A) Diagram of the probe labeling workflow. A set of single stranded 677 

oligonucleotides (primers) are first coupled to amino-11-ddUTP at their 3’ end 678 

using the TdT enzyme. After ethanol precipitation, amino-11-ddUTP coupled 679 

oligos are labeled with an NHS-ester conjugated fluorescent dye. After ethanol 680 

precipitation and column purification, the oligos are used for hybridization to cells 681 

and microscopic imaging. (B) PAGE analysis of the Degree Of Labeling (DOL) of 682 

ddUTP and dye for oligos of different GC content. Upper panel: SYBR-Gold 683 

channel in grey. Bottom panel: the composite of the SYBR-channel (green) and 684 

the Quasar 570 channel (red). (C) Quantification of Fig. 1B. (D) PAGE analysis of 685 

1st and 2nd step labeling efficiency for oligos with 4 different 3’ ends. Upper panel: 686 

SYBR-Gold channel in grey. The bottom panel shows a composite of the SYBR-687 

channel (green) and the Quasar 570 channel (red). (E) Quantification of Fig. 1D. 688 

Figure 2. Complete FISH probe sets can be efficiently labeled in bulk with 689 

comparable efficiency to commercial probes. (A) PAGE analysis of Quasar570 690 

labeling of multiple probe sets. Probe-sets A to O (lanes 3-17) contained from 15 691 

to 48 oligonucleotides each, targeting a particular cellular transcript. Lane 2 692 

contains the unlabeled oligos of set A. Lane 17 (set O) contains a commercial 693 

probe set from Stellaris. Band Doublets in some lanes indicate mobility differences 694 

among the mixed probes.  (B) Box plots show the DOL of multiple probe sets 695 

determined by spectrophotometer and by PAGE analysis. Each dot represents one 696 

probe set. (C) The correlation of DOL measurements for Quasar 570 labeling by 697 

spectrophotometer and PAGE analysis. Probe sets from Stellaris are highlighted 698 

in red. (D) PAGE analysis of Quasar670 labeling efficiency for multiple oligo sets. 699 

Sets I to XI (lanes 3 to 13) are dye-labeled oligo sets containing 15 to 48 oligos 700 
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each. Lane 2 contains the original unlabeled oligos of set I. Lane 7 (set V) contains 701 

a commercial probe set from Stellaris. (E) Box plots of the Quasar 670 DOL for the 702 

multiple probe sets determined by spectrophotometer (see Fig. S2) and PAGE. (F) 703 

The correlation of Quasar 670 DOL measurements by spectroscopy and PAGE is 704 

displayed by scatter plot, with R square value indicated. 705 

 706 

Figure 3. Labeling efficiency for spectrally distinct dyes. 707 

(A) Box plots show the degree of labeling of multiple probe sets using a series of 708 

ATTO and Alexa dyes determined by spectrophotometer. (B) Box plots of the DOL 709 

for ATTO and Alexa dye labeling determined by PAGE. Each dot represents one 710 

probe set containing up to 48 oligos (All sequences are in Tables S5-S9). 711 

Figure 4. The performance of fluorescently labeled probes in FISH assays. 712 

(A) Above: diagram showing the locations of Odd and Even probes across the 713 

Polr2a coding regions (exons) in the mouse genome; Below: Confocal microscopy 714 

images of C2C12 cells probed with the Polr2a Odd and Even FISH probes. The 715 

nuclear outline is indicated by a dashed line, and the cell boundary by a solid white 716 

line. (B) Box plots of the spot counts in C2C12 cells for Polr2a in the Odd and Even 717 

channels using FISH-quant software. The average number of spots per cell for the 718 

Polr2a Odd and Even signals is shown above. (C) The correlation of the odd and 719 

even spot numbers per cell are displayed in a scatter plot with the R2 indicated. 59 720 

cells were counted and plotted. (D) Above: Diagram of the locations of the Odd 721 

and Even probes for Malat1. Below: Confocal Microscopy images of C2C12 cells 722 

probed with the Malat1 Odd and Even probes. (E) Bar graph of Pearson’s 723 

coefficients determined for each of 15 images. Pairwise correlations of the per pixel 724 

fluorescence intensity in two channels: Quasar570 (Malat1-Odd) vs Quasar670 725 

(Malat1-Even), Quasar570 (Malat1-Odd) vs DAPI, and Quasar670 (Malat1-Even) 726 

vs DAPI. (F) Above: Diagram of the locations of Exon (magenta) and Intron (cyan) 727 

probes for Gapdh arrayed along the annotated mouse gene. Below: Confocal 728 
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microscopy images of C2C12 cells hybridized with the Gapdh exon and intron 729 

probes. The white box highlighted area are zoomed in on the upright corner 730 

accordingly. (G) Above: Diagrams of the ATTO488 (green) and Alexa568 (red) 731 

probe locations arrayed along the Neat1 short isoform in the mouse gene 732 

annotation. Below: Confocal microscopy images of C2C12 cells hybridized with 25 733 

Neat1 ATTO488 probes (Green), and 25 Neat1 Alexa568 probes (Red), with DAPI 734 

in blue. (H) Line scan profile of the ATTO488 (green) and Alexa568 (red) channels 735 

for the cell shown in G. Scale bar = 10 microns. 736 

Figure 5. Localization of retained introns in mouse ES cell nuclei. (A) UCSC 737 

genome browser tracks show Noc2l polyA+ RNA from the chromatin, 738 

nucleoplasmic, and cytoplasmic fractions. Top: the genomic structure of the Noc2l 739 

gene is diagrammed with exon and intron probe locations in magenta, blue and 740 

green. Bottom: RNA seq reads from the three fractions are displayed. Introns 741 

probed by FISH are indicated in gray. (B) FISH images of mES cells probed for 742 

Noc2l introns 12 (ATTO647N, retained), 4 (ATTO647N, unretained) and exons 743 

(ATTO565). Nuclear borders are outlined in white dashed lines. (C) Quantification 744 

of spot counts for the Noc2l exon and intron probes in the nuclear and cytoplasmic 745 

compartments. (D) Percentage intron retention (PIR) for Noc2l introns 12 and 4 in 746 

nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments as determined by the ratio of intron to exon 747 

spot numbers in mES cells.  (E) UCSC genome browser tracks show Gabbr1 748 

polyA+ RNA from the chromatin, nucleoplasmic, and cytoplasmic fractions. Top: 749 

the genomic structure of the Gabbr1 gene is diagrammed with exon and intron 750 

probe locations in green, blue and magenta. Bottom: RNA seq reads from the three 751 

fractions are displayed. Introns probed by FISH are indicated in gray. (F) FISH 752 

images of mES cells probed for Gabbr1 introns 5 (ATTO647N, retained) and 11 753 

(ATTO647N, unretained) in green and for the Gabbr1 exons (ATTO565) in 754 

magenta. Nuclear borders are outlined in white dashed lines. (G) Quantification of 755 

spot counts for the Gabbr1 exon and intron probes in the nuclear and cytoplasmic 756 
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compartments. (H) Percentage intron retention (PIR) for Gabbr1 introns 5 and 11 757 

in nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments as determined by the ratio of intron to 758 

exon spot numbers in mES cells.  Scale bar = 5 microns. 759 

 760 

Figure 6. Retained intron transcripts of Gabbr1 and Noc2l are dispersed in 761 

the nucleus and partially colocalize with speckles.  762 

(A). FISH images of C2C12 cells simultaneously probed for Malat1 (ATTO488, 763 

green), Noc2l-intron12 (ATTO647N, red), and Noc2l-exon (ATTO565, blue). DAPI 764 

stain is shown in grey. (B) Violin plots showing numbers of colocalized Noc2l exon 765 

and intron spots, and numbers of intron spots colocalized with speckle signal, 766 

across 101 cells. (C) Box plots showing the ratios of the colocalized Noc2l intron-767 

exon spots over the total exon spots in nucleus(In-Ex / All-Ex), and the intron spots 768 

with overlapping speckle (Malat1) signal over the total intron spots in nucleus(In-769 

Speckle / All-In), across 101 cells. (D). FISH images of C2C12 cells simultaneously 770 

probed for Malat1 (ATTO488, green), Gabbr1 intron 5 (ATTO647N, red), and 771 

Gabbr1 exons (ATTO565, blue). DAPI stain is shown in grey. (E) Violin plots 772 

showing numbers of colocalized Gabbr1 exon and intron spots, and numbers of 773 

intron spots colocalized with speckle signal, across 104 cells. (F) Box plots 774 

showing the ratio of the colocalized Gabbr1 intron-exon spots over the total exon 775 

spots in nucleus, and the intron spots with overlapping speckle (Malat1) signal over 776 

the total intron spots in nucleus, across 104 cells. (G) FISH images of C2C12 cells 777 

simultaneously probed for Malat1 (ATTO488, green), Gabbr1-intron5 (ATTO565, 778 

red), and Noc2l-intron12 (ATTO647N, blue), with DAPI stain in grey. 779 

 780 
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Fig. 2 
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Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4 
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